YES, I WANT MORE FREEDOM!

Because our model of deliverance prayer is so
cooperative and person-centered, it’s best to prepare
before coming in order so that you can participate
fully. Watch or listen to the talks available on our
website.
Then submit the “request prayer” form at the bottom
of any page on our website and we will reach out to
you.
Note that this is a request, not a reservation. We will
do our best, but we may not have the resources to
help you in the way that you need.
*We have appointment locations throughout lower MI

THREE STEPS TO INFINITE
FREEDOM
One ~ Lay it down
Surrender to God your past, your pain,
your problems, and your pride.

IT'S TIME TO

LIVE FREE

Two - Let it go
Give and receive mercy.
Three - Make new choices
Say no to the enemy and his plans for you and say
yes to God. Say no to lies and yes to truth, no to
sin and yes to holiness, no to slavery
and yes to liberty.

∞ ~ Ask the Spirit to make you whole
"Glory be to God, whose mighty power working in
us can do infinitely more
than we could ever ask or imagine!"
––Ephesians 3:20

LIVE FREE MINISTRY
is a Catholic mission organization
dedicated to the New Evangelization.
We offer teaching, training,
and prayer ministry.

123LIVEFREE.ORG
833.539.7482

MAKE A DATE WITH DELIVERANCE

WHAT IS DELIVERANCE?
Most people misunderstand deliverance. They think
that it's only for possessed individuals, and that it can
only be done by a trained and appointed exorcist.
Others believe that it is something dramatic, for
"charismatics," or that it's necessarily frightening.
People often confuse deliverance with emotional or
mental healing.
None of these capture the true nature of deliverance
ministry, a ministry that simply acknowledges the
reality of spiritual battle in every human life.
Although subject to Satan's constant opposition,
Christian who stand firm in their faith can never be
ultimately overpowered by the enemy; he can only
gain influence in their lives to the degree that they
give him access.
How? By believing lies about oneself, others, and
God; by making ungodly judgments or promises;
by engaging in sinful behavior; by serving "idols" things we look to outside of God for protection,
power, purpose, provision, pleasure; by harboring
unforgiveness; by unholy and unhealthy attachments
and relationship; by doubt in God's reality, goodness
,and love; by approaching the occult with fear or
fascination.
Deliverance ministry closes these doors and releases
people to live freely, secure in their identity as God's
beloved children. With this new freedom, people can
move forward into the unique purpose and plan that
God always intended.
So deliverance does closely align with healing. For
the greatest healing of all is healing from sin and
from its inevitable outcomes: misery, destruction, and
eventually death. Actually, deliverance is more than
healing.
Deliverance is resurrection!

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU
RECEIVE DELIVERANCE PRAYER?

WHO NEEDS
DELIVERANCE?
Deliverance prayer applies the Gospel
of Jesus to your story.
It helps you overcome
whatever blocks you from blessing
-sin patterns you can’t break
-anger or sadness you can’t shake
-reactions and responses that
get you nowhere
-blocks to giving and receiving love
Deliverance is about
ENCOUNTER with Jesus,
EDUCATION in discipleship, and

Many models of healing or deliverance prayer rely
on the gifting of the minister, perhaps accompanied
by supernatural signs or physical manifestations. Live
Free ministry doesn't operate that way. We respect
the dignity and authority of each person we pray for,
coming alongside to offer our faith, our experience,
and our commitment to your freedom.
Private, one-time appointments last about two hours.
The first part of the ministry time is best described
as active listening guided by the Holy Spirit. Many
people experience this as a time of revelation, when
they recognize how they have accepted deception
leading to bondage, and they understand in a new
way the truth that sets them free. In the next part of
the prayer time, the prayer leader guides the person
in praying through three simple steps to freedom and
offering a final prayer for healing and empowerment.
After prayer, many people experience a tangible sense
of relief and a new ability to move past long-time
emotional and spiritual blocks. More important, after
going through the prayer process with someone else,
you will have learned a practical way to consistently
win your ongoing spiritual battles.

EMPOWERMENT
for mission.
It is for everyone, everywhere.

DELIVERANCE IS FOR YOU!

YOU SHALL KNOW THE
TRUTH,
AND THE TRUTH SHALL
MAKE YOU FREE.
––JOHN 8:32

